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Freya Hoffmeister, one of the world’s most renowned expedition-sea kayaker, is on her way to
round her third continent, "The First Circumnavigation of North America".She has already record-
circumnavigated Iceland (2007), New-Zealand South (2007), Australia (2009), South America
(2011-2015), and Ireland (2016).Freya started 2017 twice in Seattle to tackle the vast ‘North
Island’ in two half loops, finishing twice in New York after more than a decade. She plans to
paddle the estimated 50.000 km in six months per year, three months on the northern and three
months on the southern loop.She will cross a second time through the Panama Canal in the
south end, and pass the icy North-West Passage on the Northern end.Freya is publishing her
thrilling, adventure-packed diaries as she paddles along the coastline.Book 1 is now released,
Book 2 and more soon to follow!
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PartnersOutlookAcknowledgementAbout The AuthorForewordby Christopher Cunningham“It is
what it is.” If you have ever talked to Freya Hoffmeister about any of her many sea kayaking
adventures, you may have heard her use those very words to sum up episodes that would fill
anyone else with mind-numbing fear. “It is what it is” may seem dismissive of the genuine
dangers she has encountered in the tens of thousands of miles she has paddled. But they reflect
an attitude of acceptance that has allowed her to cover safely more expedition coastline than
any paddler in history.In 2005, when I first met Freya at a sea-kayaking symposium in Llançà, a
small town on the Mediterranean coast of Spain, she was already making a name for herself as
an up-and-coming paddler and as a personality - ‘The Woman in Black’ - for her all-black attire
afloat and ashore. She came to the symposium eager to learn and add to her skills. Aside from
the scheduled classes, she was looking for more rolling techniques. She showed me a binder in
which she had pages documenting every roll she had heard of, including a few that I had
mentioned in my book about Greenland kayaks. She had checked off all of the rolls she had
mastered and would not stop until she had marked them all.When Freya announced she would
circumnavigate Australia by kayak alone, many sea-kayak community critics denounced her as
reckless. But she had done her homework with circumnavigations of Iceland and New Zealand’s
North and South islands. Perhaps the riskiest stretch of the 10,000-mile Australian
circumnavigation was the Gulf of Carpentaria, the great notch in the continent’s north coast.
Following the shore would have meant trespassing through the territory of dangerous saltwater
crocodiles, so Freya opted to take the ‘short-cut,’ a 300-plus-mile crossing of the mouth of the
gulf. It would take her a week of paddling during the day and nights sleeping while still seated in
the cockpit. The alternative route had its own dangers: venomous sea snakes and box jellyfish
that could inflict a potentially fatal sting. I was at work in Sea Kayaker magazine's offices when I
got a call from Freya via her satellite phone. She was in the middle of the crossing, seemingly a



bit bored and only in need of the distraction of a conversation.During her 17,000-mile
circumnavigation of South America, Freya was swept up by a tidal bore on the Ebook Tops in the
dark of night and violently side surfed for five miles. Close to Cape Horn, the famously
dangerous southern tip of the continent, she was pinned down, alone on a rocky, barren shore,
by unrelenting 60-mile-per-hour winds for five days and nights. It is what it is - the only way to
survive is to prepare physically and mentally, to meet the world on its terms. In all of the time I
have known Freya, I do not believe I have ever heard her talk about luck, either good or bad.
Luck has never been, and simply cannot be, part of the calculation she makes each time she
launches her kayak to paddle into new territory.In her early circumnavigations, Freya’s was intent
on covering ground not just safely but quickly. For her circumnavigation of Australia, in particular,
her goal was to break the speed record for something that had been done only once before, so
she took few breaks and kept a close eye on the miles she covered each day. With North
America, the short periods of open water along the Arctic coast make it necessary to do the
circumnavigation in segments rather than in one continuous push. There is no record to break so
that she can set one on her own terms. It is usually the case that paddling with partners is
slower, but it adds a new human dimension for Freya’s North America story. And with a more
relaxed pace, she is taking more time to enjoy what the coast offers and convey her experiences
through her writing and photography. This book is all the richer for it.Freya’s circumnavigation of
North America is a challenge, daunting in the extreme that few would even contemplate. In all
the world, only Freya has taken it on, chipping away at yet another continent, piece by piece,
until she has taken its full measure. It is what it is - magnificent.IntroductionI desperately want to
be back on the water again.By now, I have five large circumnavigations under my belt. Iceland
and South Island New Zealand (2007), Australia (2009), South America (2011-2015), and
Ireland (2016). What can I do next? Will there be a 'next one' for me at all?My last 'Big One,'
South America, had it all, and I wonder whether I can motivate myself for another mammoth trip.
And critically - will my body hold up?The latter is a significant concern. Not only because I have
entered my fifties, but because I damaged my elbows in 2015 while remodeling my two Janny's
Eis cafés in Husum. Golf and tennis elbow in both arms lingered for months and occupied my
mind. But there is hope. I can still paddle. Thanks to my technique, I do not use my biceps for
paddling. My arms stay almost straight on the paddle shaft and act only as an extension of my
body rotation. So, no bending of my elbows, no cocking my wrists, which are both critical
mistakes that put a massive strain on joints and tendons.In the summer of 2016, I needed a
break from my new shops and decided to paddle around Ireland. It was a severe test of my
elbows and my motivation. So far, neither of them has ever let me down. The former got even
slightly better on the trip, and the latter ran hot on a vision that slowly but inevitably took shape. I
was ready to circumnavigate my third continent!After the 'South Island' is not the 'North Island'
the natural sequel? But this time, I am talking about America. After South America, I want to
paddle around North America. Nothing less.No one has ever tried to circle this vast continent in
a kayak. At about fifty-thousand kilometers, it is double the distance of South America. It might



take ten or twelve years, and I will be well into my sixties once finished. But who cares? I plan to
paddle for six months of the year and then be home with my family, attend my businesses, and
undertake speaking tours for the rest of the year.This circumnavigation will be different from my
earlier ones, which were consecutive journeys along the coastline. Due to North America's vast
size, the climate will dictate when I can paddle the northern coasts, which will be ice-free for no
more than two to three months a year. So, I will start in Seattle on the west coast and paddle
north for three months, then paddle south for three months each year, eventually ending each
section in New York on the eastern side, right under the Statue of Liberty. Every year, I will
experience the hopefully pleasant change between warm and more frigid conditions.Another
difference will be the writing of this book. An English-speaking author published the book
'Fearless,' written about me and my Australian circumnavigation. Another publisher translated it
to German, titled 'High Heels.' He took a while to get it on the market, and it took even longer to
see the German translation.'Kap Horn wird dir nicht geschenkt!' about my South American
circumnavigation grew with the help of a German-speaking ghostwriter and a famous German
publisher. But in the end, I wrote half of it myself. I translated it into English, 'Cape Horn is not a
Gift!' using Ebook Tops's self-publishing option. It is available as a print-on-demand book and as
a Kindle version.Therefore, this time, I will write and self-publish my books about North America.
It may take several volumes as the whole trip is a mammoth project in time and distance.I prefer
the diary style and will take you year by year on the big and small adventures, day by day, along
the challenging and vast varied coast of North America. I will write alternately about the southern
and northern parts as I paddle them. You will be able to follow it all or pick only the areas you are
interested in. Readers will experience minute detail of expedition essentials, such as gear, food,
paddling, and packing routinesAlthough I am known for my solo paddling expeditions, I
spontaneously decided to open my trip to paddling partners not long after the start. I felt my
brain was getting rusty being by myself on a long journey, and the company is now welcome. I
have nothing to prove by continuing to paddle solo. When I started in 2017, my paddling
partners brought their own kayaks and gear. In the following years, I supplied a kayak identical to
the one I use. It is much easier to have spare parts, repair, and outfit two similar kayaks.The main
drawback is obvious: I ALWAYS need to have a paddling partner. Otherwise, I cannot move on
without sending the second kayak separately ahead.While being more of a solo personality,
integrating different paddling partners will reduce and add to my trip's overall challenge.
However, suitable paddlers are rarer than I thought. I finally made a list of what I expect from a
paddling partner: They need to have time, pay their expenses, have the experience, be skilled, fit
in my kayak, plus fabulous pictures and excellent cooking skills! While it might be a more
pleasant, exciting, and valuable adventure when shared with a paddling partner, two people also
make two problems, but that is a new challenge to solve. I am sure I can do it.Another new
challenge comes with four paws and in assorted colors - black and brown bears are relatively
harmless; the white ones will be tricky. What I need most is a feeling for the wild animal in nature.
I was paddling with saltwater crocodiles in Australia, and there was room for both of us. I



respected their space, and they respected mine. I hope the black and brown bears and I are on
the same page.Polar bears are different. These are the most dangerous carnivores on earth.
They are not only after your food - but they are also after YOU! I know about people who have
traveled with kayaks in polar bear countries, in groups, pairs, or solo. I will not be the first person
paddling in this area, and why should I not be able to do the same? I do not expect to see polar
bears before 2020. There will be space for them and me, but I might have to defend it, and I
might need to teach them I am inedible. The North-West Passage, due to global warming, is
almost ice-free for about two months, and it is much easier to paddle with fewer ice floes. But
there is also less space on ice floes for the polar bears to hunt for their food, and it makes them
HUNGRY! I am still hungry myself. 'Never Stop Starting – Never Start Stopping' is my motto for
the new trip. Use it or lose it. Do not get rusty, either with your body or with your
brain.Preparations? Who needs preparations? Most days, career number one, my two Janny's
Eis cafés, tie me up, and so does career number two, my large Christmas shop. The rest of the
time, I can follow up on career number three, my kayak trips. I start by downloading the satellite
maps and make waypoints. I organize local contacts, ship my kayaks, upgrade, update, pack my
regular gear, and jump in a plane!The first section from Seattle goes through the islands of the
Inside Passage. It seems to me like a walk in the park. Many people have paddled this section.
So, am I prepared? Sure, I could have studied other people's trip reports and read up on the
area's descriptions, but it feels like that would have spoiled the surprise for me. Yes, I could have
trained more instead of sitting at the desk. But if I can paddle my regular distance of forty-five to
fifty kilometers per day out of the box, I am doing well. Stiff muscles and blisters are part of the
game. I will get more robust (and slimmer) by the day. With experience and good judgment in
weather, sea state, and landing places, I will be safe.On the southern end of my
circumnavigation of North America, I will close the loop to South America by crossing once more
through the Panama Canal. The Middle-American countries with their high crime rate will feel the
same as South America, so I will need to be careful.Once completed, I will have seen more
coastline from my kayak than anyone before me - and possibly anyone after.Map overview Book
1 + 2Map 1Book 1, Chapter 1-7.Chapter 1-19. 1-20. 1-21. 1-22.Book 2, Chapter 2-29. 2-30.
2-31. 2-32.Map 2Book 1, Chapter 1-4. 1-5. 1-6. 1-7.Chapter 1-19.Map 3Book 1, Chapter 1-1.
1-2. 1-3. 1-4. 1-5.Chapter 1-9. 1-10.Map 4Book 1, Chapter 1-1. 1-2. 1-3.Chapter 1-8. 1-9. 1-10.
1-11. 1-12. 1-13. 1-14. 1-15. 1-16. 1-17.Map 5Book 1, Chapter 1-14.Chapter 1-18.Book 2,
Chapter 2-23. 2-24. 2-25. 2-26. 2-27. 2-28.Chpater 2-33. 2-34.Pictures and TablesI have decided 
not to include photos. There are so many, having covered such a distance. Adding them in the
appropriate size and quality would add significantly to the production cost and scope of this
book.Fortunately, you can enjoy my extensive picture albums on my website
www.freyhoffmeister.com in much better quality and quantity. You will also find my interactive
map and the precise trip table with details of daily distances, speed, paddle partners, and
locations on my website. Zoom in on the map to see the areas paddled in fact. The map and
table are a mine of information for the curious paddler.In this book, I have chosen not to date



each day's diary entry. I noted the beginning and endpoints with the distance and cumulative
distance paddled at each chapter's start. Within each chapter, I marked the location of each
day's campsite/ host accommodation in bold. I gave the expedition day number, and the
distance traveled in kilometers, e.g., Rasperry Strait (Day 127, 51.2 km).1-1. Back on the
WaterSolo PaddleSeattle, WA – Tofino, CANMarch 24th – April 9th, 2017Day 1 – 16398 kmI am
back on the water! I do not want any publicity this time, no T.V. or press conference like I had at
the start of my circumnavigation of South America. It is just another paddle, isn't it? It is good to
have a handful of old friends send me off from the sheltered beach at the Golden Gardens Park
in Seattle. My local host and organizer Chris Cunningham, former editor of the renowned Sea
Kayaker Magazine, is one of them. In his lovingly hand-made small wooden boat, Chris and his
partner Rachel escort me for a mile, plus I have sea kayaking legend Nigel Foster and his wife
Kristin Nelson for an hour by my side until I am alone on the water.Subconscious thoughts about
co-paddlers drift through my mind. I have not yet organized any paddlers to join me, so the fresh
start? It is just for me.Well, I am not entirely alone. I travel in one of my eight trustworthy babies,
the kayak model 'Freya 18,' in which I paddled around South America. Sadly, its production has
stopped, along with my association with its manufacturer. I helped with the design and gave my
ideas for long-distance trips; it is still my baby and carries my name.Although I could knock on
most kayak companies' doors and be offered kayaks for my third continental circumnavigation, I
am too proud and stubborn to accept a downgrade, which, compared to my 'Freya 18' kayak,
they only could be.So, I decide to use my current private fleet of eight as there is simply no better
design available on the market for a long expedition. Maybe one day, a new kayak company will
once again build my baby.I feel like I have never stopped paddling! The wind and following sea
are light, and the sunlight caresses my face while shoals of fish jump around me. I am heading
north, out of the narrow, sheltered Puget Sound. On this calm Saturday morning, the sports
boats are out. It is a bit like paddling on the Baltic Sea at home near Kiel. A kayaker's life can be
so relaxed and peaceful.It is quiet until I reach the aptly named Foulweather Bluff. Now I face a
strong headwind after showers of rain and hail. Should I seek shelter staying close to the cliffs,
or could I paddle the ten kilometers straight to Kinney Point? Punching into a twenty-knots
headwind with rising steep choppy seas is just what the doctor ordered for my first paddling day.
I am alive, and so is the sea. I am slowly but surely nearing my destination Kinney Point Beach
on Marrowstone Island (Day 1, 46.2 km), in tune with the splashing waves.I pitch my adored
freestanding, roomy two-person Hilleberg Allak tent close to a low cliff at a cobblestone beach.
Too tired to climb the ridge to reach a grassy spot, I am happy to cook inside my tent, sitting dry
and warm in my sleeping bag. While I am not yet in bear country, I might have to change my
camping and cooking habits soon. From the start, I have packed all my food into three bulky
bear-proof containers that just fit into my kayak.I wake an hour before high tide. It would not be
the first time I would need to move my tent at night due to a high tide line miscalculation. I have
pulled my kayak to act as a barrier across my camp. The waves splash against the boat on the
highest tide, but I stay dry inside my shelter. I keep my nerve, knowing the water retreats soon.



Later, I have a terrible dream that a Tsunami wave washes me away.The next day and with stiff
muscles, I launch my kayak into a low but following wind. My GPS shows the local chart with my
actual position, heading, track, and estimated time of arrival (ETA). It also shows flood, ebb,
sunset, and moonset times and information about currents in narrow channels. Instead of
carrying many confusing and bulky heavy paper charts, tables, and a compass, I use just two
AA batteries per day and a half to see all that I need to know. I would not like to paddle without
my intelligent little machine! I carry three of them to be on the safe side. Electronics tend to fail
on the water, and my GPS is essential to me.The peak flood current is at eight-thirty in the
morning. A paddle through the narrow channel to Port Townsend would not be wise, as the
current will run against me at five kilometers per hour.So, I hug the coast outside Marrowstone
Island, and with effort, cross from the northern spit over to the mainland at Wilson Point with its
large confused clapotis. I paddle with intense concentration but love it! A brief stop at a beach
behind that rough spit relaxes my muscles, and I can relieve myself more easily on the
beach.Using the male relief zipper, I do the job like a guy standing up, no need to remove my
drysuit. A funnel-shaped device called a Freshette replaces the lacking essential. The funnel
also works well while seated in my floating kayak, and I collect my urine in a zip-lock bag. When
my fingertips are cold, I warm them by holding the contents before dumping the liquid
overboard.It is still March, and I hope I will not disturb either the abundant wildlife or any strict
ranger on the off-limits Protection Island (Day 2, 31.5 km). I am desperate for shelter on its lee
side. This evening, Protection Island needs to protect me! The wind has freshened to an
unfriendly twenty-five to thirty knots against the tide, and I have no choice but to land in the
shelter of the tiny private harbor.Uncomfortable about having no permission to be here, I walk
around the few buildings. Is there anyone home? Behind a small parking lot, I pitch my tent for
the night. Besides the chatty noise of seagulls and grunting seals using the harbor like me for
their nightspot, no one disturbs my well-deserved rest.I love spontaneous decisions! First, I
enjoy a swift ten kilometers per hour paddle to the long sandy spit of Dungeness Point. I peep
around the corner and see Port Angeles, my destination for today, twenty-five kilometers away.
But Victoria on Vancouver Island, forty kilometers away, is also clearly visible across Juan de
Fuca's Strait.Why should I paddle the longer route via Port Angeles just to have a shorter
crossing tomorrow? The forecast is for calm conditions all day, it is only ten o'clock, and Victoria
is calling. I will point my bow straight to Canada! After paddling over the calm strait in lovely
sunshine, the turning tide catches me off guard around Trial Island. Several fast tidal races set
me off in an unwanted easterly direction.I spot dozens of sea otters floating on their backs with
cute babies on their bellies during the crossing. A bunch of happy seals and jumping dolphins
add to the idyllic wildlife. But I have not yet been lucky enough to spot the distinctly curved fins of
orcas or even the spouts of whales. Slowly but surely, I work my way west to reach Victoria (Day
3, 56.9 km – Day 4) harbor. For immigration, I need to use one of the official customs phones to
legalize my entry into Canada. How easy.Brian Henry awaits me on the floating dock of his kayak
company Ocean River Sports. I am grateful to find a place for my tent here in the heavy rain in



the busy city. I also appreciate his help fixing my leaking bow compartment. I feel I should get rid
of my three heavy and bulky bear-proof food containers. I sense they do no good to my kayak in
lumpy seas, for despite padding the compartments inside my kayak, they knock up and down.As
you may know, to protect food from bears, people hang it high in the trees, but this seems too
much of a bother for me. But when I camp on beaches, there may be no suitable trees, so
instead, I will use odor-proof liners inside my new dry bags, which I will leave inside my kayak. It
is unlikely that a bear will sniff through this setup, and it is much more lightweight and more
comfortable to pack.After a full day of chores in town, I pack my tent on a rainy morning to
continue my way north. I intend to travel along the exposed western side of Vancouver Island.
Going along this beautifully remote, open coast instead of paddling inside the well-beaten track
of a protected channel feels more challenging.In general, I will go outside the islands of the
Inside Passage. It is more exciting, more remote, and there are fewer vessels. Just how I like it!I
quickly leave the floatplanes and ship traffic behind me and soon find myself in rough open
water. But I am still in the Strait of Juan de Fuca. How will it feel later, with nothing but the open
ocean to my left side? I pass four lumpy headlands, and the current swiftly carries me through
the calm passage of Bentinck Island.I spot a raccoon at one of the wooden military houses.
Where there is food, there are also those nasty little rodents. I must be careful to secure my
provisions, not only against raccoons. Vancouver Island is a black bear paradise!I enjoy a brief
stop at a sandy tombolo connecting Bedford Island at mid-tide. It would be a perfect camp spot
with a splendid view, but I choose to cross over Becher Bay in a solid headwind to find Aylard
Beach (Day 5, 29.0 km), which appears on the satellite images as a sandy paradise. I see a
sheltered, dry corner behind a log and discover, to my dismay, that the bow of my kayak is still
leaking!A thorough inspection of the kayak shows the problem; a long, hairline crack on the
bottom of the hull splits open when the bow is loaded. I assume this barely visible damage
comes from carrying the two bear barrels in this compartment. I padded the hatch, but they split
the hull in the rough sea. I am glad that I trusted my instinct and got rid of them in Victoria. I glue
a long stripe of fiberglass tape on the underside, which hopefully fixes the leak.I carry an
extensive repair kit on a self-supported trip such as mine. My beach repairs are functional
though not necessarily pretty. I might find someone with electric sanding and polishing tools to
fine-tune my make-do patches in a town. My kayak carries heavy loads on an expedition and is
dragged over rough terrain, especially when alone. I will reinforce the bottom of the whole hull
just in case.A choppy fifteen to twenty-knots headwind challenges me all day. A snoozing sea
lion floats around in a calmer corner, with long whiskers lifting in the rhythm of his breathing. He
must be in dreamland, as when the wind pushes me along, the sleeping animal does not notice
me at all. I could touch the shiny body with my hand but grip my paddle firmly, as I expect it will
wake with a huge splash. So, it comes. Sorry, my friend, you have all the right in the world to bark
three hoarse "Ooohaaaas!" at me, which I translate as, "You stupid idiot of a kayaker! Get out of
my bedroom! I need my rest!"I have a lovely run into pretty Muir Creek for a brief stop. I could
stop here for the day, but it is only one o'clock in the afternoon, far too early to give up punching



headwinds and fighting counter-currents. I select French Beach as my next stop, but the long
gravel beach is not suitable for landing as a fat dumper crashes on its steep shore. From what I
can see, the smaller beaches further along the coast all look the same. What to do now?When I
spot Sandcut Beach (Day 6, 38.8 km), a massive waterfall flooding down an overhanging cliff, I
can no longer resist landing. The gravel beach is not that steep, and the mouth of the outflow
creates confused seas. If I time it right, I can land safely to avoid the dumping waves. Broaching
in sideways, I jump out quickly, throwing my paddle high up the beach, right at the feet of a
teenage girl. She does not even notice, as she has eyes only for her young hero fooling around
under the waterfall. I do not mind landing unnoticed and make myself at home on the dry end of
the highest gravel ledge.When all tourists are gone, it is my turn playing under the overhanging
waterfall in my drysuit. I take stunning photos and later strip for a shower and hair wash. I cannot
stand directly under the falls; the water is too heavy and too cold!It is noisy to sleep right next to
the falls; earplugs give me a quiet night, and I have no fear of bears around here.I wait for about
ten minutes for a low set of waves to launch safely. Patience pays off. Unfortunately, when I am
afloat, my skeg rudder is stuck with pebbles. To help the spring-loaded fin come out, I have
attached a line close to my cockpit, leading through a small loop on my skeg rudder and back to
the other side of the cockpit. I usually pull the skeg out of the pivoting stern piece by grabbing
the line.Today, one knot of the deployment line comes loose, and my system is useless. As a
solo paddler, I now have only two options: I can jump into the water to pull the fin out by hand or
land again and try once more. Even in a dry suit, floating in the chilly water is not an attractive
choice, and I decide to go back to a beach a bit further along, where the dumper is almost gone.
Thank goodness conditions are not too severe on my kayak, which needs a rudder. Without the
rudder, it is hard to keep straight, and edging is not an option with its surf ski-like hull.Calm winds
and seas all day are usually welcome conditions. But they quickly bore me, and I start fiddling
here and stopping there, eating this and drinking that. I am using a quiet day well but feel chilly,
and I need better boots and gloves. Or I need to paddle harder on calm water.I spot a new
marine mammal species - surfers - who feel at home in their wet, chilly environment. They have
an enjoyable time at the next headland, protected by thick neoprene gloves, hoods, and booties
over their wetsuits. At Sombrio River, the human seal pack sits densely, waiting to catch the few
rollers of the day. Hikers of the West Coast Trail populate the remote beaches, where signs tell
you what to do and what to leave, and how to behave in bear country.I watch a large sea lion
colony at Sombrio Point. You can hear their familiar grunting noises well before seeing them as
they sit camouflaged on large rocks. This group may be around five hundred animals, a fantastic
amount. I keep my polite distance. Still, one small group on a nearby rock launches with
spectacular splashes. I wonder what kind of explosions I might create if I paddled right into their
colony? But that is a no-no for sea kayakers.On the other side of Juan de Fuca's Strait, I see
Cape Flattery disappearing behind me. I envision how I will proudly round this point on my
upcoming southern leg.My destination for tonight is Thrasher Cove (Day 7, 43.4 km), an official
West Coast Trail campsite. At first, I cannot see any designated tent spots in the dense bush. I



see only two composting toilets. But soon, I discover two clean 'nests' hidden in the brush along
the narrow beach, where trees are littering the shore. I pick the best accessible site, but I must
leave my kayak high on the logs. I love to cuddle with my baby close to my tent to keep a weather
eye on it and have things in reach.Due to a bear sighting last July, the West Coast Trail from here
on is not open to the public. Are they still hibernating at the end of March? I dare to explore the
long ladder leading up to the trail, as there is no sign of furry coats or humans anywhere. The
park provides large metal food storage boxes, but I feel safe with my odor-proof food wrapping
system. I pile rocks on top of my hatches and hope to hear them falling if a bear gets too curious
around my kayak.My Hilleberg Allak tent has two entrances. I can leave the outer door zippers
open from the top and have a clear view of both sides while staying dry. When camping in high
winds, I firmly clip a cloth peg on the top of the door flaps to prevent them from flapping noisily.
For the first time tonight, I rig my new tarp over the tent to not have to pack it soaking wet in the
morning.A sea lion colony populates a large rock. They look to me like the cashew nuts in the
bag I am just eating with their light sand-colored fur coats. They pile on top of each other, and
their noisy family life is always a show. I pass and leave them to their peace. Today, all suitable
camping beaches appear too early, or they do not look protected enough for a safe landing in
the three-meter swell. I pass Camper Bay, Cullite Creek, and Carmanah Point.To play it safe, I
decide to go in at a well-protected beach before the Cloo-oose River (Day 8, 32.9 km – Day 9)
mouth. I must squeeze between lengthy reefs, and the swell breaks intimidatingly on the rocks.
Behind them is the only safe landing spot in this area. I find three small huts to the eastern side,
but I choose to camp between the scattered logs on the beach's western side. My site is well-
protected from the high tide while keeping a respectful distance from the huts. I check all the
foot, paw, and hoofprints on the beach, and I discover many of various origins that I cannot tell
apart. No humans, only harmless deer, but those paw marks there - are they from a black bear?
A dog or wolf track looks different. I explore the huts to see if anyone is home. I must cross a
wide shallow river on the sandy beach. All goes well to this point, but this river crossing does not.
I underestimate the hardness of the riverbank and soak my feet. The huts are all empty and look
abandoned. On my way back to the tent, I jump across the river and sink once more. But I do not
care now; my feet are wet anyway. A rest day would come in handy on this remote beach, as I
can watch monster-wave-TV all day. Massive rollers break on my landing spot behind the small
reef shelter, and they break harder on the next beach where the Cloo-oose River flows into the
sea. The passage inside the outer reef in the wide bay, which I took yesterday, is closed out by
big waves. It is no day to be out there on a four-meter swell, with twenty-knot headwinds.I spend
part of the day ticking off small gear chores from my to-do list, all in bright sunshine. The weather
pattern in this area looks like north-westerly headwinds bring sunny weather, and days with
south-easterly winds are foggy, cloudy, and rainy. But as the prevailing wind is southeast, my
paddling direction is an appropriate choice at this time of year.Later in the day, I find the West
Coast Hiking Trail behind my beach and follow it for a while. I see a sign showing the land
belongs to the native Ditidaht Tribe. I am sorry I could not ask for permission before entering their



ground, but I had not planned this stop.It feels a bit eerie being alone inside the forest of a
foreign country, and my hand stays close to my bear spray, which I will always carry now. I should
talk to myself or sing to warn any bear around in case he might be surprised by my presence and
starts an attack. I feel silly talking and singing to myself. I am more used to staying as silent as
possible inside a forest, not disturbing wildlife.What a difference a day makes to the sea state. It
is as calm as when I landed. The intimidating monster breakers are gone. For the first time on
this trip, I see whales and enjoy watching their high spouts and massive dark bodies gliding in a
slow arch out and back into the water.My destination for today is sea kayaker's paradise Barkley
Sound, an archipelago of sheltered islands. Cape Beale, in the southern end, blocks the
entrance to the sound with trashing breakers offshore. I give it a wide berth and prefer not to look
too much to my right. The foaming view just makes me nervous.I am spoiled for a choice of
excellent landing spots on white sandy beaches in the islands' shelter. In the middle of Barkley
Sound, the Broken Island Group is a popular destination for novice groups who can cruise
relaxed among these islands for days on end.Accordingly, most campsites have compost toilets,
fire pits, and information signs. I land on Clark Island (Day 10, 53.8 km), and my only companion
tonight is a cute small deer, obviously used to the presence of harmless humans. It is not high
season yet.My trustworthy satellite phone plays up after long unbroken service in South
America. It is time to replace it as I cannot receive my weather message tonight. Karel Vissel, a
Dutchman living in Israel, sends messages twice a day to my satellite phone about wind
strength, direction, and wave height. A check on my cell phone, which has the best reception
here, confirms my suspicion of an unfriendly forecast. Tomorrow afternoon, I will head to a
sheltered spot.Strong following winds but calm seas blow me across the rest of the Barkley
Sound to Ucluelet. I call off my idea to make it to Tofino today.Instead, I remember my old
kayaking friend Justine Curgenven and her partner J.F. Marleau are living in Ucluelet (Day 11,
13.7 km – Day 12). Unfortunately, I also know they are both away, and I need a place for tonight! I
call Justine, and she generously lets me stay in their house while they are gone. I make it to their
home just up the road with a wheelbarrow and a helpful local hand. I can enjoy the comfort of a
new house, with a hot shower, laundry, and wi-fi included. I will be off tomorrow and do some
more competent repairs on the bow of my kayak.A city stay might be relaxing for my body, but
not for my mind. I must look after myself and my laundry, clean and repair my kayak and gear,
edit and upload pictures, and add the earlier section's tracks to my trip map. I download more
satellite images, mark potential landing waypoints, answer e-mails, and make contacts for my
next city stay.It takes half a day to shop and pack my food for the next two to three weeks. I buy
what is available, tastes good, boils fast, and stores well. I eat oats with powdered milk in the
morning, pasta, rice, and grains with sauce, cheese, tuna, or sausages in the evening. I eat
healthy and unhealthy bars, white chocolate, nuts, and dried and fresh fruit for snacks. I have no
special diet or sports-foods company supporting me, as it would be impossible to try to ship the
right amount of food at the right time to the right place. In my paddling breaks at home, I have a
strict rule not to consume any trip food, but I am already getting sick of certain foods.I take only a



little time for sightseeing and social contacts. My usual pit stop in a city takes three days. In this
case, I decide to have only one day off before I paddle to Tofino and plan to be back in the
evening for another weather day off in the house's perfect shelter.Yesterday's forecast for today
was more promising than this morning's update. It is raining and much windier than expected. I
move my kayak and gear three hundred meters from the house down to the water by myself. No
trolley, wheelbarrow, car, or neighbor around to help in this early morning rain. The kayak is
empty and is as light as it gets with all those repair patches. I carry its bulky twenty-five kilos with
my head on the seat and the stern up in Greenland-style. It also shelters me from the rain - very
welcome, even in a dry suit. Down at the water, I am once more dubious about going too early. Is
the wind predicted to calm down soon? The afternoon forecast shows a dry, sunny, and less
windy spell resulting in waves of only around a meter or less.I ask myself, when would it be worth
going out and still not be too late to cover those fifty kilometers to Tofino? My starting point is
inside the sheltered harbor. I must make it around Francis Island, Amphitrite Point, and out to the
open sea before I can think of continuing to Tofino.When the first rays of sunshine leak through
the clouds right at the turning of the tide in my favor, I decide to go. Back on the water, I peep
around the corner of Francis Island. It looks pretty rough but doable. I thread my way through
Carolina Channel inside the heavy-breaking Jenny Reef. I am so glad to be just responsible for
myself.A green channel marker buoy to my right side dances on three to four meters waves, its
brass bell ringing continuously and noisily – yes, you are right, I should not be out here. Just
behind the buoy, a whale comes up close beside me, which I take as a good omen and keep
dancing through the nasty stuff with the wind building. I am going with the tide and the following
wind, but the scattered reefs breaking in the large swell around the point create an ugly minefield
of boomers. Rain beats around my eyes. These are not the best conditions to be out here.But I
feel all right to push on. A red buoy offshore blasts my ears with its foghorn. Another warning I
should not be out? I make good horizontal headway, but I should add the vertical distance of
dancing on the big swell. I feel good, but I doubt if I should push on in these conditions. I hope
beyond these cliffs, the confused rough sea will reduce to smooth rollers. Once I am there,
hopefully, the sea will calm down. I want to be there very soon!Little Beach (Day 13, 10.8 km –
Day 14) shows up to my right. Calm water and shelter beckons. An inner voice tells me to turn in
and to wait out the weather. I am relieved to paddle safely into the more tranquil waters of the
small bay. It is still raining, still windy, and there is still big nasty stuff on the open coast. I decide
to float around a bit to stay warm and wait at least an hour but change my mind and land to re-
check the forecast.There is still the afternoon spell - hang in here for an hour, Freya, and then
have another go. I try my best not to shiver, but my usual cold hands and feet issue is cooling me
down quickly. An hour passes, the rain finishes, the sun is out, and the wind is down. I will give it
another go.When I was in the shelter, I should have eaten something. Once I am out again,
conditions have noticeably improved. But they are not good enough for me to be happy thinking,
'I have another thirty-six kilometers to go today' and to reach Sea Kayaking Tofino, where Liam is
waiting for me.It is already noon, I am warm again, but my energy level is too low to push on.



Who knows when I will be able to pull out a bite to eat?A heavy-breaking offshore reef does not
let me pass inside, and I dread the thought of having to paddle far outside around it. I ponder,
should I go inside? No – I will stop for the day and leave this unfriendly place for now. There will
be a better weather day.The reward for my wise decision comes in the guise of a local guy who
has a car to transport me and my kayak back to the house. I have paddled ten kilometers around
the point, but only five hundred meters as the crow flies!Excited to have Justine and J.F. arriving
home tonight, I prepare a huge salad with all the veggies I can buy, craving fresh vitamins.
Justine instructs me via phone to take six homemade deer sausages out of the freezer in the
garage. I expect she is keen to add a long-kept treat to our welcome meal. But when I open the
freezer door, a vast pile of deer sausages in three different spiced flavors springs to my eyes! JF
is a hunter, and Justine seems to enjoy creating those delicacies out of his catch.We have a
lovely evening full of old and new stories and gossips, laughter, and two bottles of wine. It feels
good to have a company in the big house. Paddling will be possible tomorrow. Justine is hoping
to join me, but she has a VHF class to attend this morning. I will be off by myself, with J.F.
conveniently dropping me back at Little Beach.At ten forty-five in the morning, I peep out of the
bay and thankfully see waves half the size of the previous day. It should be possible to reach
Tofino. My kayak carries half of the regular load for better stability than when it is empty, and I
feel all right in the big stuff off the rocks.At the tiny natural harbor of Florencia Islet, I take a small
comfort stop. I am peeing with the help of my Freshette, afloat as usual, when a little swell wave
floods the harbor unexpectedly. It is the first time I need to try to stop peeing, as I must back
paddle quickly. I squeeze my legs and press the freshly filled funnel to my body while bending
over. However, I cannot keep the liquid from running out into my warm and dry fleece underwear;
thank goodness I can use a shower and a washing machine tonight. In the moment, I forget to
close my pee zipper. I notice only later that I have paddled this section of big water with the fly
open. Bad job! It is not the first time I have left the zipper open. I remember two other times in
New Zealand. Once I had to roll on launching, and the chilly water ran into the open zipper.
Another time, I was jumping out in the shallows and got my suit half-filled with freezing water.
Both incidents were not fun but also not life-threatening. In case of a swim today, this one could
have been.I push on hard around the last corner, hoping to reach the opening between the
Esowista Peninsula and Felice Island, which leads to sheltered Tofino. Big swells are running
into Templar Channel. It is, no doubt, a surfer's paradise. To Wickanninish and Felice Island's
right, I am eventually far enough inside the channel to paddle comfortably up to the landing at
Tofino (Day 15, 40.7 km – Day 16) harbor.Justine is waiting for me, and I am so happy to see her
cheerful face! She will join me on Monday for a week of paddling together. It will be fun! Wind
and seas are looking decent as far as the forecast goes. I am hoping to make substantial
progress with her by my side.Justine Curgenven is one of the top expedition paddlers in our
small sea kayaking world. She has paddled around Tasmania, New Zealand South, Terra del
Fuego, Vancouver Island, Haida Gwaii, Sardinia, Ireland, and the Aleutians Antarctica, Iceland,
Indonesia, her homeland Britain and other places. She is the most skillful and experienced



expedition partner I can think of.Besides, she is also the world's most famous sea kayaking
filmmaker. We have crossed paths over the years at symposia and events but never really
paddled on a journey together, and I am honored now to have the opportunity. It will be a fun trip,
and I am looking forward to it.We spend the next day excitedly packing and planning, talking,
and discussing how we want to paddle together. Justine hopes that we make it at least to Winter
Harbor or San Josef Bay, the last road access in the north-western corner of Vancouver Island. If
things go exceptionally well, we might even paddle around the top to reach Port Hardy.1-2. Two
is my New Way to GoPaddling PartnerJustine CurgenvenTofino, CAN - San Josef River,
CANApril 10th – April 19th, 2017Day 17 – 26331 km – 729 km totalJustine and I are ready to
leave. J.F. and a friend armed with a drone buzzing over our heads send us off from Liam's 'Sea
Kayaking Tofino.'As we paddle on calm waters inside Vargas Island, I have the weird vision of
wildlife showing up on top of the cliffs as if on a catwalk dancing the French can-can for us.
Suddenly, back in real life, a medium-sized, light brown wolf appears. He strolls confidently
along the rocks about a hundred meters away from us. A second wolf, black and more massive,
follows the first. We paddle closer but are too noisy, and they disappear before we can take
photos.Whaler's Islet beckons in the distance with its high dune, but we must fight our way out
there against counter currents and big rollers. The northern beach discourages us from landing
with its confused interference waves rolling over the shallows. We do not fancy cockpits full of
sand and water just for a lunch stop, so we stay out and have our snacks afloat.The sun
disappears when we get out of the shelter of the islands. We have rain for the company along
the next twenty kilometers of the open coast. While we thread our way through the protected
waters, three-meter seas break on the scattered reefs and islets. Today's highest risk is to be run
over by one of the shuttle boats aiming for Hot Springs Cove.All headlands are usually lumpy, so
we give the ones at Flores Island and Rafael Point a wide berth where a steep swell and a nasty
break focus our minds. Up to ten seaplanes fly over our heads, ferrying tourists to and from the
hot springs.Justine's friend Shawn lives with his husband near Hot Springs Cove (Day 17, 40.7
km) on an old ship. He has lovingly remodeled it into a floating hotel, which sleeps twelve.
Shawn invites us to join five other guests to a delicious dinner.After dinner, it is time to hit the
well-deserved Hot Springs. We take Shawn's shuttle boat to shore and walk along a lovingly
maintained boardwalk through dense pine forest with beautiful, massive old trees. We are
fortunate to be the only ones out here for an evening soak, Justine, Shawn, his friend Scotty, and
me.Many ships anchored at the Hot Springs have their names carved into the logs of the
boardwalk. Shawn has his board for his boat 'Inn-chanter,' Scotty has one, and to my surprise,
one awaits me cut with 'Freya' - in honor of my arrival.The Hot Springs are a magical place in the
dusk, located in a small narrow canyon. Our sore bodies appreciate the soothing hot water.
Although there is room for about twelve people to soak thoroughly on some days, crowds of
tourists can barely dip a toe. This evening we have the luxury of the springs just for
ourselves.Justine and I occasionally hop over the rocks for a dip in the freezing ocean in the
fading light. A space station passes over our heads, looking like a shooting star, and a bright full



moon illuminates the magical scenery. Life is not too bad! On the way back, with our headlamps
on, we notice we have overlooked a sign saying, "No nude bathing." Too Late!After a calm but
too short night in the gorgeous cabins on Shawn's boat, Justine and I struggle with packing our
floating kayaks from a wobbly dock. It is a chilly, sunny morning with an easy forecast, and we
are eager to get on the water. Leaving the steamy fountain of Hot Springs Cove to our left, we
thread our way through a nicely sheltered maze of rocky islands until we reach a dead-end. We
cannot find a safe route out through the breaking reefs, so we must paddle a bit back to find
another pathway to the open sea.Justine has a detailed printed chart and loves navigating old-
school by compass and transits. I have my GPS map, which also records our track. It is a perfect
combination. My GPS is infallible…until I put the wrong headland as a waypoint into the
machine! When we set out to cross Hesquiat Bay, it tells us we need to point our bows a bit more
to the right, as there must be an offshore drift? Hmmm, something is up; we have a light
southwesterly wind with the tide. Can there be a current? It takes us a while and a slight dogleg
before we figure out my navigation mistake.Two gray whales appear. One shows its back, then
presents his beautiful fluke as he dives down deep. The other one spouts frequently. They are a
joy to watch.On the crossing, light, gentle swells move the calm sea. We notice once more the
differences in our kayaks. Justine's Valley Nordkap has a thirty kilograms lighter load, and its
traditional shape has a rocker and an upswept bow. It is easier to wrap this kayak around rough
waves. My heavily loaded 'tanker' with its surf ski-shape runs straight. With its long waterline and
little rocker, it is less effort to paddle on calmer water. Yesterday, I had to work much harder in the
big swell than Justine; today, perhaps, it is her turn to feel the same. In our minds, we may have a
friendly competition going on about who is faster, but in the end, we both think we make a well-
matched team on the water.We give Matlahaw Point, with its rolling breakers, a wide berth. It is
time for me to put my PFD back on, which, in comfortable conditions, I prefer to keep on my back
deck. Instead, I always tether myself with my bowline to my kayak. For safety reasons, while
rounding the point, I position myself not right beside but behind Justine, and I am well prepared
when I almost get trashed. I cannot avoid climbing a huge steep roller and must throw myself in a
low brace into the weak but a foamy break on top. That was close! Justine escapes that one
while paddling two meters in front of me. It has been my first severe brace on this trip!Another
first for me is Justine's ‘pee at sea’ style using the drop seat on her drysuit while holding her
boat. I must admit I prefer my front pee zipper with my Freshette funnel system. It makes me
independent of another person’s support. Justine has trained to do the job quickly, and I now
realize why she fancies a yellow kayak deck!We plug on for a while against a north-north-east
wind and the turning tide until we find perfect shelter behind the reefs of Homais Cove (Day 18,
32.4 km). We drift closer to the shore while still checking and pondering the camping options
further north. Finally, we decide to stop for the day right here at this sunny, sandy beach.
Sometimes nature makes the decision. It looks like the best camping is on the river mouth to the
right of the Totem Pole of the Indian Reservation.We check the paw prints on the sand, path, and
grass, but it feels right to camp here, and we have no serious concerns about dangerous wildlife.



A walk up to the river reveals more wolf prints. No bear sighting yet. We are eating while sitting
on a dry log and finish this perfect day.The following day finds us pushing hard for twenty
kilometers into a fifteen-knot northerly wind. The lighthouse on the south-eastern corner of
Nootka Island is our next destination. We cannot hug the coast's shelter despite calm seas, as
big rollers are hitting the shallow beach to our right. Justine suggests landing for a lunch break at
the sheltered natural harbor by the lighthouse. The lighthouse keeper sees us coming, waves at
us from above, and shouts an invitation to come up for a cup of coffee. Of course, we will!We
drag our boats up and secure them to a log when Ray, the Indian caretaker of the nearby official
campsite, comes down on his quad bike. He tells us there is a landing fee here on ‘his’ beach,
but as we are just walking up to the lighthouse, there is no charge. He hopes we will stay at his
campsite.We take our lunch bag and climb the stairs to a platform with a beautiful brand-new red
coastguard helicopter. Caroline and Jeff, the relief lighthouse keepers, invite us in for homemade
cookies and big cups of hot tea.We have a wonderful time chatting for about an hour while the
cookie plate empties quickly. It is a tough, practical life out here, and Caroline admits her hands
are always stuck either in ‘dirt, dust, diesel, or dough.’ The couple also sea kayak and had read
about our trip on Facebook. They are happy to have us visit their home, but the pleasure is on
both sides.We check a wall-chart of the area at the pilot’s room and decide to paddle inside
Nootka Island. Daniel, the handsome Coast Guard helicopter pilot, is eager to give us a tour
around his red baby, although unfortunately, he cannot give us a flight.However, if we give him a
reason, he promises he will be there. Do we wonder if the urgent need for a flown-in candlelight
dinner with a bottle of champagne is reason enough? Well, maybe not.We have just relaunched
when we hear the helicopter above us. Daniel is on a flight out and performs a loop of honor just
for us. Justine suggests I should quickly ‘fall in’ the flat calm water for an emergency winch up,
rescue, and resuscitation.Delving deep into the fjord around Nootka Island, we are fascinated by
the pure natural beauty around us despite the rainy windless day. Logging workstations line the
coves while we keep pushing at a good pace on the millpond water. We check Trowwin Narrows
for the ‘official’ campsite but are disappointed by what is on offer. But soon, we find the right site,
named Santiago Creek (Day 19, 48.8 km), just a bit further up with a perfect grassy camp
spot.Although it is raining, Justine cooks outside under a picnic table while still in her drysuit.
Soon, a tasty hot meal of spaghetti and pesto with freshly chopped onions and bell pepper is
ready. We eat, standing up with our pots under our noses, and feel a bit chilly all over.When we
hear a boat approaching, we wave friendly greetings. The boat stops, and the three guys ask if
we require help? Thanks, but do we look like damsels in distress, with mouths full of spaghetti?
We have a friendly chat, and the guys throw us two tins of beer and chips. One of them hits the
ground in the shallows and produces a small whale-spout-like fountain of beer before Justine
pounces on it. Thanks for the drive-in delivery, guys! While not the envisioned five-star chopper-
dinner, we gratefully accept the takeaway this evening. If the friendly local food service keeps on
going like this, my kayak will never get lighter!We had rain last night and are now packing in a
downpour. It is still raining when we launch into the millpond-like waters of the sound. We do not



mind; it is an incredible, magical landscape, with high mountains rising into the low hanging
clouds. We can almost hit them with our paddles! We spot freshly snow-capped peaks through
gaps in the cloud. Paddling is effortless, and the beauty of nature buoys our spirits up. Sea
eagles sit high in the trees everywhere, and sea otters stick their heads out of the glassy surface.
Logging camps and workboats line our path, and our fisher friends from yesterday briefly stop by
on their way out.We take a break on the water when they come back again:” Do you want some
fish?” - “Sure!” Justine answers. Honestly, I am happy to eat fish, but I am not eager to catch, kill,
gut, and fillet them. Dave and his friend pass a plastic bag with four well-sized, freshly caught
sables. And another two cans of beer for Justine. Dave also proudly shows off a massive halibut
of a meter in diameter, a great catch!We cross the last bay to our campsite at Yellow Bluff (Day
20, 41.0 km) in quite windy and choppy conditions. There is a smooth landing in the very
western sheltered corner between reefs. While we pick our spot on the sand, we see a wolf trail.
It is raining again, and I rig the tarp between low-hanging branches for our cooking site.So as not
to attract bears, Justine prepares the fish a reasonable distance downwind of our tents. I watch
her for a while, just in case I may need to do the gory job myself one day.I enjoy eating fresh-
caught fish and cooking outdoors in the cold, rainy afternoon. But more than that, I need to be
inside my warm bag, lay flat, and relax. Instead, I am still sitting cramped on a log under a tarp in
the rain with cold feet and ass. I usually spoil myself by cooking in my tent inside my warm bag,
but it is not advisable in bear country.By myself, I would prefer to cook an easy, almost odor-free
pasta dish inside my tent instead of cooking delicious smelling fried fish outdoors. Am I an
outdoor wimp, choosing my warm comfort over a cold adventure?Once we have washed and
cleared up the cooking space, I retreat inside my tent to warm up. I squeeze my bare frozen feet
under my bare thighs cross-legged. Only skin-to-skin contact warms them up. My toes need to
go inside the back of my knees for a while. Only then can I put on woolen socks and slide into
my dry fluffy-warm fleece bag inside a slightly wet down sleeping bag. I am lying on my back
with my e-book reader in an Aquapac, clipped to the tent ceiling. Now all I need is a remote
control to flip the pages without taking my arms out of the warm bag!Meanwhile, Justine prefers
to walk herself warm on the long beach and has a scary wolf encounter. She stands her ground
and slowly backs up until the beast rushes away. Better take my pepper spray along next time,
lady!We decide to have an early start the following day, as the reefs' channel might dry out. But
we are too late and must carry our kayaks over rocks to the water’s edge. There is a drop-off
when the swell retracts. I am the first to launch my heavy kayak, and Justine has her dreaded
camera handy. I am waiting for a surge of water to fill the channel and flood the drop-off. A
decent wave comes; I give my kayak a good push and jump on. Unfortunately, my long stern
stays stuck on top of the drop-off when the water subsides. Desperately, I brace high and dry for
balance. I look like a silly idiot with my bow pointing downhill and my stern hooked up on top of
the rocks. All on camera! Thankfully, the next wave arrives to lift me just in time before I either
hang upside down or swim.The southeast wind is strong all morning, and we fly across the seas
through the nearby island groups. It is just a fantastic downwind surf ride all day! The sun



appears briefly, and we stop on two precious gems of campsites. What a pity one cannot sleep
on them all. Justine has been here before but says it feels somehow new for her, as this time she
travels north instead of south.Sea otters are lingering on the rocks or are swimming about on
their backs. Solo or with babies on their bellies, they are always cute. I have never seen so many
otters than here in this area. Eagles, various waterfowl, and seals add to the menagerie.We
started in the rain and now land in the rain at Columbia Cove (Day 21, 55.8 km). Our gear is
soaked, and the sleeping bags urgently need to dry out. I think by myself, I would not bother to
cook away from the tent in the rain in bear country. Justine is happy to do the job, but I need to
warm up inside my damp tent before eating. I cool down much quicker than Justine - or am I just
a wimp? I do the office work, write the diary, and check the charts and maps from the previous
day and the next day. Meanwhile, Justine creates a delicious meal out of our stores. It is so
lovely to share the work!The next day, it is raining again, and it is still pouring down on the first
third of the dreaded Brooks Peninsula. But our spirits are high, as the day’s forecast does not
sound too bad. Low to moderate south-easterlies and two-meter seas. After paddling out of our
sheltered cove, I put on my PFD, as it might be too disrespectful even to think of rounding the
fearsome Brooks Peninsula without it.The chilly, horizontal rainstorms and gusty winds of the
morning stop in time for our turn to the northwest, giving Clerke Point a wide berth. The sea is
rolling in over scattered reefs, and we need to be on the lookout for boomers. But it could be
worse out there. Even while paddling without shelter around the outer headlands, we do not
extend our comfort zone. The last dangerous corners are between Solander Island and Cape
Cook, and we relax slightly after rounding the latter.A float of sea lions lingers in the rolling swell
before Cape Cook, and a sea otter almost climbs up onto Justine’s front deck! The cute little
creature boldly swims around us and grabs her deck line with one paw, but unfortunately, it does
not decide to pull itself fully up. It would look so lovely to have a passenger sitting on the deck!
We leave Crabapple Islets behind us. It is a convenient sandy camp spot after the Brooks
Peninsula, although we want to go further, and I have a place marked just behind Medougal
Island. I guess this will be an ideal bear area. The sheltered waters have a designated
anchorage for boats. We see a trailhead-like sign with a roof up in the bush behind the beach.I
also see a big black lump on that same beach. No, this is not a bear; this is a log. No, this IS a
bear! The log is moving! Slowly, he digs in the seaweed on the beach, barely taking notice of our
presence. Justine grabs her video camera, and I am talking to the bear. I wonder if he is still
sleepy from his winter hibernation and whether he sees us. The black bear slowly sniffs around
and does not look terrifying to us.It is time to land and check out the potential campsite. The sign
and roof look promising. We are calmly hissing a magic spell:” BEAR – BE GONE!” and the furry
fellow slowly walks away.Armed with bear spray and half a paddle, I step through the bush to
check out the site. But the sign turns out to be just an old park sign, no trailhead, no camp spot,
all is overgrown, if something like a campsite has ever existed here.We check on the next river
entrance, but there is no camp spot there either. Back in the kayaks, we cross over to the other
side to find a beautiful beach with high sandy areas behind the logs at Bonner Islet (Day 22, 45.8



km). Perfect! The sun is coming out, and we try to dry our gear.A cute squirrel feeds on
pinecones, and we once again benefit from Justine’s outdoor cooking skills. Life is good. I light a
small campfire, and we roast marshmallows for the icing on the cake of an idyllic sea kayaker’s
life on a dry and calm evening.It has been a very chilly night, but the open sky is promising for
today. On the water, I ask Justine when Easter will be this year? She has no idea but later learns
it is today. Who cares – official holidays are not that important to life on expedition.Lawn Point
has an expansive grassy area for a lunch stop, and we see a black spot. Okay, this time, it is just
a huge rock. But we find bear traces. It is the lowest tide, and after a delightful lunch with
Justine’s homemade deer jerky, we go for a walk across the grassy ridge. What a beautiful area!
I could spend days exploring the bays and rocks at low tide.Justine knows about a cabin on a
peninsula south of the Rowley Reefs. She has stopped there on her previous trips. It is a lovely
location on a sandy, sunny beach, but we see three people in the hut as we get closer. Bad luck!
A friendly chat with the hikers tells us they are not leaving today. It is first come – first served at
these kinds of locations.They point us to another cabin on the opposite northern side of the
peninsula. It is also a lovely place, but it is in the shade, and it looks like a spot for logging
workers with a vast dump of beer cans in front. The roof is leaking, and the whole thing feels
shabby after the beautiful sunny cabin. An expressive sign catches my eye, with a bunch of
shadow figures dancing, drinking, and flirting around in a bush cabin, saying: “What happens in
the cabin, stays in the cabin!” Oh boy…We decide to check out Blue Cod Islet (Day 23, 30.8 km)
just across the bay. It would be an okay campsite, but it is also in the shade. On a rugged sunny
beach across the narrow inlet, I spot a bear, and we paddle over to explore the animal and the
area. Justine tries my kayak on this short crossing. I squeeze myself into her Nordkap, but the
seat and small cockpit do not fit my frame. The bear is gone when we arrive, but there are signs
he has been digging in the seaweed.We decide to stay here, anyway. It is a sunny beach and
has a sweet clean spot on top of the high tide mark. We are not scared about the bear returning.
Hopefully, he is now well-fed and afraid of two noisy giggling ladies. It is a perfectly relaxing
afternoon, and our gear gets fully dry.When it comes to deciding about our tent spots, Justine
politely states: ”You can camp closer to where we saw the bear!” My Hilleberg two-person Allak
tent has two entrances through which to look outside for potential hazards; Justine’s one-person
Hilleberg Soulo has only one.The resident bear thankfully stays away - we are too noisy during
the night. We head straight over to the lighthouse, hoping to land, as we should be in cell phone
reception from Winter Harbor.I feel we should paddle to a nearby beach for a more convenient
office spot. When we reach there, we turn around and see a small sandy beach just behind the
rock jetty beside the lighthouse. There is a staircase leading up to the lighthouse. Bad luck, as
we may have visited the lighthouse keeper for a dry and warm office hour. We unpack our
electronics on the beach, where we, in fortunately dry conditions, do what a modern traveler
does these days once online again. I take my laptop to send my overdue blog updates via a cell
phone hot spot, as my satellite phone is still not working.I call my partner Peter for a longer chat.
It is nice to catch up while watching a whale breach three times high out of the water just in front



of our beach. I give him a live report on the wildlife here, but Peter is not too envious, staying in
the sunny south of France. Justine messages her partner J.F. details of where we plan to land
tonight and when he can pick her up. We are freezing our butts off during this morning’s office
break, but we both have fun reading all those comments on our Facebook. Especially the one
from a mutual paddling friend, who admits to being keen to eavesdrop on our conversations.
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MerlinsMike, “Great adventure book!. Excellent read, well written. Enjoyed front to back - buy it,
you will too!”

The book by Freya Hoffmeister has a rating of  5 out of 3.9. 13 people have provided feedback.
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